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        27th March 2020 
  

 
Email: parentmail@hemelschool.com                                                                               Website:  www.hhs.herts.sch.uk 

 
For all absences and appointments please email absence@hemelschool.com this enables your 
message to reach our absence team first thing in the morning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

   

   

 

 

 

 

 
I am writing this newsletter from an almost empty school. 
 
On a normal Friday there would be over 1,300 adults and children on site, today I can count the total on two 
hands.   
 
I cannot hear the rumble of the traffic from the magic roundabout, nor the bustle of shoppers in the 
Marlowes, nor the sound of children enjoying lunch here or at South Hill Primary. 
 
It feels very strange, but it also feels very important and if you only take one message from this week’s 
newsletter, then it is this.   
 
Stay at home. 
 

 
 
Although I sit alone in a normally bustling office I am very proud to think that out there, in amongst you, 
embedded with their families or tucked away in the school library there are two schools functioning. 
 
We are running an online school for 1,192 students right now, something we, nor any secondary school has 
ever tried to do before for more than the occasional snow day.  I am exceptionally proud of my staff who have 
turned their hand to this incredible challenge in only a few hours we were given to prepare.  I am also very 
proud of you as our parents and families who have trusted us to guide you, in very rapid time, through 
frightening and complex circumstances. 
 
In our first week we have tried in the first instance to direct all work through SAM Learning and Show My 
Homework as we consider these the most robust and familiar platforms.  We know that these two platforms 
have struggled and run very slow at times under the unprecedented attention of ten million students across 
the UK, but unlike many others they have held up and held together. 
 
From these entry point’s staff have then guided your children to resources, worksheets, online libraries, videos, 
tasks and challenges.  For example, an incredible 8,567 questions have been answered by our students on 
Hegartymaths.  Other subjects like art have set longer term projects including a fantastic home drawing 
challenge.  Biology, chemistry and history have been leading the way in trialling live online lessons and I will 
talk more about these in a moment.  And if you are a user of Instagram I urge you to follow not just 
@hemelschoolschool but also @hhsgirlspe who have set themselves, and all of you, a series of challenges to 
keep you feeling well in difficult times. 
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Next week we are going to nuance what we are doing a little, in response to feedback, and as we find our way 
in uncharted territory: 
 

 We are going to reduce the amount of work we set for Years 7, 8 and 9 by about half as we feel 
families are struggling to get it all done, and we don’t want to cause unnecessary anxiety 

 We are going to try and teach a live online lesson a week to each class in Year 10 and 12, via Google 
Meet 

 
In order to make these online lesson work please can you remind your children of the following: 

 They must look every day at the their Google Calendar to see when a teacher has invited them to an 
online lesson (it will be in one of their usual weekly lesson slots with that teacher) 

 Just before the lesson they must open the Google Calendar and click on the Google Meet Link - it will 
either look something like this meet.google.com/ddk-ehtk-isk or say ‘Join Hangouts Meet’ 

 They should have their audio muted by clicking the red microphone so a line goes through it 

 They should only unmute and speak when invited to by name 

 They must not click present now, unless you instruct them to by name 

 They must not alter any settings, unless you instruct them to by name 

 They must not add or remove other class members 

 We will have to be very strict about this and children who disrupt the learning of others may have their 
accounts removed and have no further access to any of the online school.   

 We ask for your strong support and supervision as parents on this. 

 All online lessons are being recorded for safeguarding purposes. 

In addition to that we had already planned to: 
 

 Make a quick phone call to every student from their form tutor, just to stay in touch and check that you 
are all well 

 We are going to be providing online mentoring meetings and phone calls for those who need it most 

 We will be delivering ASDA food voucher to every family entitled to Free School Meals 

 

 

  
 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
At the end of next week, in this newsletter I will put out a survey on all of these provisions so we can get as 
much feedback as possible and get as good as we can at running one of our new schools. 
 
The other new school is much smaller, but no less vital.  A core group of staff is keeping the ‘library school’ 
open for critical key workers’ children, so that they can continue their vital roles, in the NHS for example.  We 
are also supporting a number of students who otherwise would be especially vulnerable.   
 
All these students are completing the same work as everyone else online, but also doing some sport, getting a 
hot meal, learning the ukulele and completing various projects - whilst practicing all of the restrictions of social 
distancing and constant cleaning.  Students don’t normally do javelin in March, but they did today as it is one 
way we can all get some fresh air and exercise and still stay 2 metres apart! 
 

  
 
I am determined that our House System will continue to be the brilliant and inspirational thing that we know it to 
be throughout these strange times.  So, from now on each time someone does something brilliant like the nine 
people in this newsletter they will win a ‘virtual R4’ and ten points for their house.  The House Cup is still being 
fought for and will be awarded in July and there will even be a staff revue!   
 
All the schools in the area are helping to contribute to the crisis in any other ways they can too.  We have 
donated both our minibuses to the NHS and are identifying any equipment we hold that could be used by 
them. 
 
Finally in this newsletter I would like to keep pointing you to one place.  The new COVID-19 page we have 
created on our website.  It can be found at: https://www.hhs.herts.sch.uk/covid-19/ 
or by typing ‘The Hemel Hempstead School website’ into a search engine, then clicking ‘Parents’, then clicking 
‘COVID-19’.  This is your most up-to-date and comprehensive resource. 95% of the questions parents have 
been emailing or phoning to ask can be found on this site, for example: 

 There is the letter for Year 11 and 13 about what we do and don’t know about summer examinations 
and grades 

 There are top tips and resources for families working from home 
 There is advice for families with a child who has SEND 
 There is help on what to do if you have lost a password or PIN 
 And there is some great advice on what you can do to stay mentally and physically healthy whilst 

staying at home 
 
So please, stay at home and save lives. 
 

 
 
Neil Hassell 
Headteacher  
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News from Miss Rayner in Art 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Virtual Headteacher Certificates  
 

Excellent Achievement For 
 

Incredible independent reading project 

Melissa Porter 8A 

Kick starting the @hhsgirlspe challenge  

Hannah Adu 11N 
Ella Cairns 11N 
Alice Cuell 11 N 
India Karia 11L 

Daisy Oblein 11C 
Daisy Smith 11N 

A positive start in the library school  

Dominic Clarke 9P 
Charlotte McDonald 7F 

 

Miss Akeroyd – Virtual Teaching  
 
It was great to see my Y13s again at 9am on Monday morning - it's just that we saw each other on a 
screen using Google meet and not in my classroom. The class are hopefully having a mock exam in four 
weeks' time and so having face-to-face lessons means I can check understanding and reinforce key 
learning points, which would both be far less effective over email. Next lesson we're going through a 16th 
century source and being able to discuss it in real-time will make all the difference. 
 

Flyers Attached:  
 House Party Guide 

 

All KS3 art students have been given a two week project to do some observational drawing tasks and get 
them away from looking at screens! We've had some great submissions already and we hope to tweet some 
of the best examples next week. Students can use any media, we know many of them may not have a lot 
of art materials at home, so they may need to be creative in what they use. This is what year 9 have been 
set; 
 



REC

Houseparty is a live streaming app described as a 
face-to-face social network where people ‘drop in’ on each 

other to video chat, leave messages and hang out in groups. 
The app is available for iOS, Android, macOS and Google 
Chrome and has tens of millions of users worldwide. It’s 

important to note that children under the age of 13 must 
have a parent’s permission to access the services, however, 

no proof of age is required to create an account.

Each time the app is opened, your child will be instantly 
connected to other users who are also on the app. Users can 

create group conversations of up to eight people at one time. 
Each time a person joins, the screen splits to show everyone who 

is part of the conversation. Your child can add contacts via 
phone numbers, search for their usernames, and share a link to 

their pro�le. They can have as many rooms as they want and 
move from chat to chat by swiping across the screen. Along with 

this functionality comes a few associated risks to be aware of...

Top Tips for Parents
SOURCES:  
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article
/houseparty-the-chat-app-thats-tal
king-over-facebook-mktpm3chm
https://www.iwf.org.uk/
https://www.houseparty.com

HOUSEPARTY
What parents need to know about

CYBERBULLYING
Cyberbullying is when people use technology to 

harass, threaten, embarrass, or target another person. 
Group chats can be used by bullies to make negative or 

hurtful comments which may cause o�ence or be 
harmful to others in the group. Exclusion from 

friendship groups within the platform may make your 
child feel sad and left out/socially excluded.
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Friends of friends can join conversations on the 

platform without the need to be connected or known 
to all the other users in the chat. Houseparty calls this 

feature ‘Stranger Danger’. While it does alert users 
when individuals they may not know enter their chat 
room, it also suggests strangers might be a reason for 

‘party time’. There’s also the danger of people 
attempting to deliberately mislead others by using 

false names or usernames. 
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“STRANGER DANGER”

Children often don’t understand the risks involved in giving 
out too much personal information in a live stream or within 

their pro�le. They may also be less protective of personal 
details during online conversations. One example of this within 

a live chat could be their background revealing information 
about where they live or go to school without realising.
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OVERSHARING PERSONAL 
INFORMATION

 
People may use live streaming apps such as Houseparty to 

engage in inappropriate or illegal activities. There have been 
concerning reports directly linked to Houseparty, including one 

incident where two Mancunian children aged 11 and 12 were 
reportedly targeted by men exposing themselves back in 2017.  

Outside of their close friendship group, it’s also important to 
note that friends of friends can also connect with your child via 

the app, which may include people with this intention.
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SEXUALISED MESSAGES

 
By tapping on the dice icon your child can play a game 

called ‘Heads Up!’ where one person gives clues to 
describe someone or something and the other players 
guess. Three cards are included for free but additional 

decks cost real money. There’s the potential for your 
child to get carried away playing the game while 

working up a small fortune.
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IN-APP PURCHASES

BE PRESENT

The ‘facemail’ feature lets users share moments from their 
Houseparty conversations by recording and sharing 

15-second snippets of chats. They also have the option to 
save these moments to their gallery. For privacy 
purposes, every member of the group will see a 

notification if another member is recording - this could be 
a concern if your child shares something in the live chat 
they may later regret. Once recorded, they lose control 

over the video and how it is used. Screenshots of live 
streams and private messages can also be taken which 

could be shared widely and embarrass users.
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CONTENT BEING SHARED

WHAT IS
HOUSEPARTY?

HOW  DO YOUNG 
PEOPLE USE IT?

SAFER CONVERSATIONS
With live streaming being such a popular feature on 

apps, it is important that you are aware of the dangers 
associated with it in order to protect your child 

e�ectively. Have regular and honest conversations with 
your child about what apps they are using and how they 
are using them. It may be a good idea to have your child 
show you how they use Houseparty and how to navigate 
through the platform so you are aware of how it works.

Also, it’s important to be aware of who is on their friends 
list and who they are communicating with. Remind your 
child to not communicate with people they do not know 
and trust. If they experience something on the app that 
makes them feel uncomfortable then they should tell a 

trusted adult immediately. Remind your child that if 
they get an invite to join a Houseparty room from 

someone they don’t recognise, then they should ignore 
the request. 

In regards to communicating with users on the platform, 
we advise that your child uses the ‘lock’ feature to make 
their conversations private. This means that other users, 

especially strangers, can’t join their conversations. 

CHECK COMMUNICATIONS

‘LOCK’ ROOMS

Your child may unknowingly give away personal
information during a live stream, including their

location. Talk to them about what constitutes ‘personal
information’ and make sure they do not disclose

anything to anyone during a live stream, even to their
friends. Advise them to remove any items in their live

stream (school uniform, street name, posters etc.) that
could potentially expose their location or personal

information. Check your child’s privacy settings 
thoroughly. You have the option to opt out of certain uses 
and disclosures of personal information, such as turning 

o� the app’s location sharing option. 

PROTECT THEIR PRIVACY

As the videos are live, it may lead to the misconception that 
whatever happens in the video will disappear once the live 

stream ends. All content shared on the app can be recorded or 
screenshotted and shared to a wider community. It is 

important that your child knows that what they do now may 
a�ect their future opportunities. In addition to this, the video 
chats can’t be reviewed later which means unless a parent or 

carer is sitting nearby during a call, they won’t know what has 
been said. It’s worth bearing in mind that parents can see 

when their child has last communicated with someone and for 
how long for under the ‘We Time’ feature.

 

PROTECTING YOUR CHILD’S
DIGITAL FOOTPRINT

REMOVE LINKS TO
OTHER APPS

If your child faces a problem while using the app they can 
report direct to the platform by shaking their phone. A 

prompt will pop up allowing you to report issues 
immediately by clicking on the ‘report now ’ button. They 
also have the option to report and block users directly on 

the user‘s pro�le.

REPORTING AND BLOCKING

A study conducted by the Internet Watch
Foundation (IWF) found that 96% of streams showed a child 

on their own, often in their bedroom or bathroom. If your
child is going to conduct a live stream, ask them if you

could be present for it. This will give you a greater
understanding of what your child is doing during their live

streams and who they are streaming to.

Users can link their account to both Facebook and 
Snapchat, or can simply share a link to their pro�le. We 

advise that your remove these links and remind your child 
not to publicly share access to their online pro�les as 
there is the potential for strangers to get hold of your 

child’s information or communicate with them.

BE PRESENT

TURN ON PRIVATE MODE
One additional tip is to use the app settings to turn on 

'Private Mode' which automatically locks the room, 
instead of doing it manually. Parents with questions can 

always email us at hello@houseparty.com

Users of this guide do so at their own discretion. No liability is entered into. Current as of the date of release: 25.03.2020

At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they 
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.
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